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there—and to monopolize the lending of frames for hire 1.
The by-laws complained of related to the appointment of
deputies outside London ; the inspection of workshops ; the
obligation to serve an apprenticeship and produce a ' master-
piece ' as a test of skill; the restriction to members of the
right to hire out frames. The committee resolved that these
by-laws were " injurious and vexatious to the manufac-
turers, and tend to the discouragement of industry " 2. This
resolution put an end to the effective exercise of the Com-
pany's authority over the industry as a whole. In 1782 the
number of frames in London had fallen to 500, and the trade
was now chiefly concentrated in the Midland counties—in
Leicester for woollen, Derby for silk, and Nottingham for
cotton hosiery: these three midland counties numbered
17,350 frames 3.
Hiring of The regulation governing the hiring of frames draws at-
frames, tentioii to what subsequently became the most character-
istic feature in the organization of the industry. The price
of a frame in the eighteenth century was £23 to £284, so that
the practice gradually developed for frames to be rented by
knitters : thus in 1753 a stocking manufacturer at Leicester
owned a hundred frames which he let out on hire 6. In
London a journeyman who had no loom of his own paid two
shillings a week for the hire of one 6. Eventually there arose
a class of owners who had no connexion with the industry
except that they hired out frames in which they had invested
their capital7. The effect of this system of renting frames
was, according to the common belief, to increase both
machines and hands to work them beyond the real require-
ments of the industry, especially in the early part of the
nineteenth century. The frame-work knitter sold his pro-
ducts to the ' stocking-trader'8 or worked for an employer :
in Nottingham in the middle of the eighteenth century there
were fifty manufacturers, known as ' putters out', who
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